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Chinese Bible School  
MONTHLY REPORT—March 2022 

Greetings from the Chinese Bible School. Grace to you and peace from our God the 

Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. We invite you to pray for the people in Shanghai, 

China. With the COVID positive cases 10,000+ a day (most of them have no 

symptoms), the city with 25 million residents is on lockdown and emerged as a 

testbed for China's "dynamic clearance" anti-COVID strategy, which seeks to test, 

trace and centrally quarantine all positive cases and their close contacts. The 

COVID isolation policy has separated COVID-positive children from their parents. 

People are struggling to buy food. We pray the brethren in the city remain at peace 

in mind knowing that God is with them.  

We are glad we have completed all the manuscripts for the book of Acts. The video 

recording for the final 13 lessons (lessons 19-31) of the book of Acts is scheduled 

for the week of April 17. These lessons will cover the materials from chapter 15 to 

28 of the book of Acts, telling the story of Paul’s second and third missionary 

journeys and the trip to Rome.  

We are thankful to brother Mat Cain at the World Video Bible School for his help 

in creating the Bible maps of Paul’s Missionary Journeys, as well as for sharing the 

artwork used in the videos of the Bible Land Passages. These visual aids should 

draw the interest of the audience and create more understanding of the texts in the 

book.  

Our weekly Zoom online Bible study is going well. We have completed all the 

lessons on studying the book of Genesis and initiated the study of the book of 

Hebrews. We have completed the first two lessons of the study including the 

scriptures in chapter one of the book. I have found more people joined in the Zoom 

meeting. Some of them were invited by one of the sisters in China. Many of them 

are not yet Christians. I hope and pray that our study will produce many fruits in the  

Lord’s Kingdom.  

I am glad that I have completed the work of translating an article by Dave Miller 

titled “Modern-Day Miracles, Tongue-speaking, and Holy Spirit Baptism: A 

Refutation.” The preliminary translation was done about 18 years ago when I was 

working a secular job in California. However, the electronic file was lost but left 

only a hard copy. A few days have been spent to put back into an electronic format. 

The final texts are in review by the brethren in China. It will be available for 

download on the Chinese Bible School website when it is finalized.  

All the online Chinese video views on the first quarter of 2022 were over 

214,000. 


